
 

 

Using the Dispatcher with Tablets 

FAQ: INTERNAL SETUP 

 

Internal Setup notes: 

Config entries are required prior to use. 

TABLET-ORDER-EXPORT-FOLDER    C:\DP4F\ 

The OE200 file name needs to match the one that is used on the tablet. The tablet’s disk 

directory should be changed to use the external file name that matches the Assign To name. 

For example: OE200A > OE200DEB 

The batch file that zips the files should be modified to include the new OE200 (TABNAME) 

 

 

1.  The tablet’s driver/salesman will 

need to be setup in the OE100_M 

file. The device will be set to 

Tablet. 

 

 



 

2. Delivery Tickets are entered as normal in Order Entry. 

3. The Dispatcher is used to select tickets that will be sent to each tablet. The Assign To 

Field is used to identify the Tablet Operator. Each ticket is selected and then the Send 

Assignments to Tablet option is selected. The status will change from Assigned to Sent 

to Tablet. A file will be created (OE200DEB) that contains the orders.   

 

 

4.  The Batch File is used to copy this OE200 file with the other zipped tablet files. Note: 

the zip file will need to be modified to include the various OE200 tablet files. 

5. After the files have been copied to the tablet, the Order Entry Change Mode is used to 

make changes to the tickets. The cylinders can be scanned and then new tickets can also 

be added and they will be imported as well. 

6. After the driver has completed the route, the tickets will then be copied to the server 

into the Tablet Order Folder using the batch file on the tablet. 

7. The tickets are processed with TABLET_ORDER_C. The changes to any tickets are then 

updated to the Order Entry file.  Any new tickets that were entered on the tablet will 

now be updated. The status will change in the Dispatcher to Delivered.  The Dispatcher 

screen will change as delivery tickets are updated to invoices and new delivery tickets 

are entered. 


